D'Alembert's PDE for the Ideal String (1747)
• Load each delay line with half of initial string displacement 
Velocity waves v easily converted to force waves f which are proportional to string slope y ′ : • Piano strings are stiff, resulting in significant dispersion:
−Ky
The new "stiffness term" is proportional to
Faster wave propagation at higher frequencies (hence the "dispersion" of traveling-wave shapes)
• Provided in digital waveguide strings using an allpass filter having a delay that decreases with frequency (typically on the order of 10 poles and zeros) Example waveguide string, three spatial-samples long:
. . . In practice, we pull out one or more samples of pure delay:
. . .
• zH 3 a (z) (or z 2 H 6 a (z)) is designed as a single allpass filter
• ≈ 10 poles and zeros can handle hundreds of samples of dispersion with perceptual equivalence
• Not valid for distributed nonlinear behavior (discussed later) • Initial striking force determines the starting regime (1, 2, or 3)
• The preceding involved several approximations:
• Neglected terms in PDEs
• Simplified synthesis models The preceding involved several approximations:
• Simplified synthesis models
The following questions naturally arise:
• How do we know for sure our approximations are inaudible?
• We can listen, but could we miss an audible effect?
• Could a difference become audible after more listening?
What we really want is a truth reference-an "exact model"! The preceding involved several approximations:
• Could a difference become audible after more listening? l 1
Mass-Spring Model in 3D Space
• Hooke's Law: Recall: A X n − X n−1 + Bu n where u n is the external input vector, and digitization is based on x n ∆ = x n+1 − 2x n + x n−1
